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Opening green windows:
Technological opportunities 
for a low-carbon world
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The great divide, rise in CO2 per capita, and waves of technological change

Developing countries must catch the green technological revolution early



Market size estimates of frontier technologies, $ billion

There are enormous opportunities in the development of green frontier technologies



But so far, developed economies are seizing most of the opportunities

Top green frontier technology providers



African countries are at risk of missing current technological opportunities



Paths to seize benefits from the green technological revolution

Developing and using 
renewable energy 
technologies

1
Greening traditional 
global value chains 
by switching to digital 
technologies

2
Diversifying towards 
production sectors 
that are more 
complex and greener

3



Combining strong initial conditions and strong responses make up the best scenario 
but weak conditions can be compensated by strong efforts

Developing and using 
renewable energy 

technologies1



The digital and the green transformations can be twins 
if there are strong enough policy responses

Greening traditional 
global value chains 

by switching to 
digital technologies

2



3 Diversifying towards 
production sectors that are 
more complex and greener

Identifying and prioritizing sectors that more complex and greener



Set the direction towards green 
technologies and innovation

Align environmental and industrial policies
Invest in more complex and greener sectors
Incentives and infrastructure to shift demand

Build green productive and 
innovative capacities

Invest in R&D
Raise awareness of green technologies
Develop digital infrastructure and skills

Opening green windows



Trade rules should permit developing countries to protect infant green 
industries through tariffs, subsidies and public procurement 

Consistency between international agreements on trade, intellectual 
property and climate change is critical for green technology revolution

Intellectual property should have greater flexibilities for developing 
countries with regard to green technologies

International cooperation



Technologies already exist

Political will needed

Developing countries should catch the green 
technological revolution early

Conclusion



Thank you!
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